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ABSTRACT
We describe a model-based filtering application that gen-
erates candidate case-to-case distinguishing citations. We
developed the system to aid editors in identifying indirect
relationships among judicial opinions in a database of over
5 million documents. Using a training collection of approxi-
mately 30,000 previously edited cases, the filter application
provides ranked sets of textual evidence for current case law
documents in the editorial process. These sets contain judi-
cial language with a strong probability of containing distin-
guishing relationships. Integrating this application into the
editorial review environment has greatly improved the cov-
erage and efficiency of the work flow to identify and generate
new distinguishing relationship entries.

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Parsing natural language text such as case law documents

for complex, multifaceted concepts such as distinguishing re-
lationships is a difficult task.’ Yet modern legal researchers
analyzing case law opinions regard such negative indirect
history citations as indispensable. Today’s online legal cita-
tor services have provided varying degrees of such case-to-
case citation relationships. In some instances, newer online
citation tools such as  KeyCite  have had to extensively har-
vest such postings in a retrospective manner.’ In this paper,
we introduce Dparse,  a model-based automatic filter for dis-
tinguishing language, developed and trained using over 20
high-level rules along with a wide variety of lower-level sub-
rules. Through sufficient training and failure analysis, our
recognizer retrieves candidate distinguishing relationships at

‘The “distinguishing” negative indirect history designation in a ju-
dicial opinion, identified by a judge or judge’s surrogate author of
an opinion, denotes a relationship between cases whereby one case
is shown distinct from another by means of one or more contrasting
features (illustrated in Table 1 and elsewhere).
‘We  define postings as recorded entries in a table of features of in-
terest.
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production precision and recall levels significantly surpass-
ing those obtained during our training and testing phases as
we discuss later in the paper. The system is being applied
as a computer-assisted database update tool for attorney-
editors employed to expand coverage of indirect history post-
ings for an online citator application. After having success-
fully harnessed Dparse to run against retrospective cases,
we plan to apply the recognizer to prospective cases as well,
conserving a substantial amount of human editorial time in
the task of identifying and extracting the same distinguish-
ing language.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 provides background on case law history topics. Sec-
tion 3 describes related work in natural language pattern
recognition, whether filtering or extraction. Section 4 out-
lines our experimental methodology and the development
of our model. Section 5 describes the corpus of legal data
underpinning all of our efforts. Section 6 describes the en-
vironments in which the filter was developed and applied.
Some internal components of the application are detailed in
Section 7. Sections 8 and 9 discuss our experiments and
results. The logistic regression model used to tune perfor-
mance is explained in Section 10. Our conclusions and de-
scription of future work are presented in Sections 11 and
12.

2. BACKGROUND ON CASE LAW
“HISTORY”

The American legal system is based largely upon judicial
precedent. The statements of judges in their written and
published decisions represent the law and establish, at least
in principle, new or extended law that is to be followed in
similar instances. It is thus essential that lawyers and judges
have access to the entire body of judicial opinions, as  well
as how a given opinion interprets relevant related opinions
in the same jurisdiction, or from a higher court, in order to
determine what law applies under a specified set of circum-
stances.

Using an extensive team of highly trained attorney-editors,
West manually adds abstracts and point of law summaries,
in addition to recording special types of citations made to
other cases. Such citations to other historical case law doc-
uments can implicitly impact the relevance of the cited ju-
dicial opinions in both a positive (agreement) or negative
(disagreement) manner. The role of a citator database is
to preserve and track such historical relations among cases.
Online citation databases and services are of great interest
to the legal profession because they provide a means of test-
ing whether a case is still based upon solid law. The utility
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of such a service is thus highly reliant upon the extent to
which it, is (a) current and correct, and (b) complete.

The editorial history task thus involves examining court
opinions for language that affects one or more previous cases,
then noting, for each such case, the prior case or cases af-
fected. The subsequent decisions then become part of the
history of the previous, cited case.3 For example, the present
court, (usually called the “instant” court) might reverse the
decision of the previous court on an appeal, and its decision
thereby becomes part of the history of the earlier case.

There are two chief kinds of history. Direcl  history in-
volves cases in the same appellate chain as the current case.
Thus the instant case may be part of the direct history of an
earlier case via an appeal from an earlier decision. Indirect
history involves cases in other appellate chains, which usu-
ally appear because they are cited by the judge or counsel
as logical precedents, with which the judge will often agree
(positive history), but sometimes will disagree (negative his-
tory). Examples of some common negative indirect history
patterns are illustrated in Figure 1.

[ No. 1 History Designation

I 1. [ “Overruled by  . . . ”
I 2.

3.
4 .
5.
6 .
7.

“Followed with reservations by . . . ”

Figure 1: Examples of Negative Indirect History

A distinguishing designation is considered mild treatment
by negative history standards and is one of the most com-
mon negative history markers found.4  This designation com-
prises as much as two-thirds of the negative indirect history
postings in a system like Shepard  ‘s. Given that Westlaw
indexes over five million case law documents, the number
of distinguishing case occurrences in this corpus would be
substantial. Because the number of contextual clues for
this treatment is extremely large, the task of manual re-
view would be daunting, and would likely require hundreds
of thousands of hours of editorial analysis.

Automated assistance to citator staff  has the potential
to reduce their workload appreciably, provided that the re-
sults are reliable. Such an application would thus require
high recall (90%+)  and acceptable precision (50%-60%+).
We emphasize the detection of indirect history over direct
history, since the latter is typically detected in the earli-
est stage of editorial treatment. Work on identifying direct
history has formed the subject matter of other papers [13,
11.  The primary focus of our present work is on negative
indirect history, since from a legal research standpoint it
is more important to have overturned, weakened, or ques-
tioned opinions revealed rather than have reaffirmed  or re-
spected decisions featured. To be useful, a filtering system
must offer a ranked list of prospective indirect history (90%
of the time or better); that is, true indirect history must be
in the candidate list over 90% of the time. We would also

3Note  that ‘history’ in this sense extends into the future, not the
past.
4Distinguishing  treatment receives a yellow flag on West’s KeyCite
citator system.

like the correct indirect history postings to be ranked high
on the list, to facilitate manual inspection.

3. PREVIOUS WORK
An appreciable body of work has focused on parsing supra-

sentence natural language text with the goal of fostering sub-
domain analysis such as citation analysis, if not extraction.
Jacobs argues for a mutually-reinforcing syntactical and sta-
tistical approach to parsing, harnessing traditional linguistic
analysis to identify relations, then extending the application
by leveraging statistical, domain-driven processing in order
to improve semantic results. He applies this technique to
both word sense disambiguation and data extraction [14].
Using a related approach, Richardson uses a broad coverage
rule-based parser to calculate probabilities while parsing an
untagged corpus of natural language text. He then uses
those statistics when applying the same parser on new text,
while achieving improved performance [17].  Schweighofer et
al. similarly argue that conventional IR systems fall short in
legal applications because of their preoccupation with syn-
tactic representations [18].  They have found that a more
effective method is to represent legal knowledge using lin-
guistic tools, statistics and neural networks in order to track
relationships. They claim that this combination is more ef-
ficient than clustering, for example, since it eliminates the
need for fine-grained  text processing (e.g., stopping, stem-
ming, etc.) and threshold selections. This network approach
is viewed as a front end to a knowledge acquisition applica-
tion. Sekine uses a relatively small set of test corpora rep-
resenting eight different domains to determine that parsing
performance is best when training in the same domain and
that performance degrades monotonically when one moves
away from the domain to (in order) the same class of do-
mains, combined domains, an alternative class and lastly,
an alternative domain [19].  Kessler et al. leveraged similar
lexical clues or facets to distinguish successfully between an
assortment of genres. They concluded that surface clues can
assist one in the determination of genre, which can in turn
aid in analyzing deeper structural properties [15].

Research has also been directed towards the extraction of
certain well-defined features from textual databases. Gold-
berg et al. rely on user collaboration to filter out certain
types of e-mail [ll]. By contrast, Bochereau et al. invoke a
multilayered neural network to extract decision rules from a
legal corpus of 50,000 cases, claiming that only 1,000 “logi-
cal clauses” are required to train for a given rule [4]. Oth-
ers have paused to develop ontologies in an effort to bet-
ter characterize the building blocks of the legal landscape
[7, 31.  Yet relatively little has addressed a means to iden-
tify automatically opinion history, especially negative, not
to mention frequently occurring distinguishing references in
case law documents.

The study of case law history designations falls gener-
ally under the topic of citation analysis. Much has been
written about citation analysis in the domain of scientific
articles; relatively little has been reported on the science
of legal citation analysis. Jackson et al. have developed a
technique to identify and verify citations in the prior case
(positive) history space [13,  11.  They developed History
Assistant, an information extraction and retrieval system
that extracts rulings from court opinions and retrieves rel-
evant, prior cases from a citator database. The application
uses MUG-like  technology [2],  but requires stronger pars-
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ing methods in order to consider multiple interpretations
of sentence fragments, and links new documents to related
documents that may be affected. This work focuses on cases
in the same appellate chain, however, and does not address
the broader spectrum of negative indirect history.

Case-based reasoning approaches have contributed to the
scope of knowledge on these problems. Golding and Rosen-
bloom discovered through research in the non-legal domain
that case-based reasoning in tandem with a rule-based sys-
tem produces results superior to rule-based systems alone
[12].  Briininghaus  developed DANIEL, an expert system
integrating case-based and rule-based reasoning. The two
components work autonomously and concurrently and re-
solve conflicts through a separate coordination component
[5]. By contrast, Daniels  and Rissland integrate IR and CBR
approaches in SPIRE, a system that first  retrieves relevant
documents from a large collection of texts and then high-
lights passages containing relevant information about legal
issues of interest [9,  lo].

Cohen and Kudenko examine an approach to alleviat-
ing poor filter performance during training by collaborating
with filters learned from other users. They find the method
robust against a variety of users and learning techniques in-
volved in training classifiers for the purpose of filtering [6].
Spertus developed a dedicated filter for the purpose of flag-
ging abusive (‘flame’) mail in an inbox [20].  It operates a
rule-dependent five-stage architecture. It is characterized
by a high incidence of both misses and false positives. Al-
though brittle, it reflects the nuances and subjectivity of
what is often non-literal language. The analogy is limited,
but Spertus’ “Smokey”  system is similar in function, at a
sufficiently high level of abstraction, to our own task, which
consists of (1) identifying special relationships through the
analysis of important language clues, both positive and neg-
ative, (2) iteratively training a system on those clues, and
(3) tuning the system based on a thorough analysis of misses
and errors.

4. METHODOLOGY
In order to focus on the distinguishing components of

case law documents, we developed a model-based study.
One of the lessons surfacing from the approaches discussed
above is the utility of integrating more than one NLP tech-
nique (e.g., rule-based &  case-based [12,  51,  retrieval &  case-
based [9, lo],  retrieval &  extraction-based [13,  11,  etc). Our
method relies upon a similar strategy, one that harnesses a
retrieval/extraction module after the completion of a rule-
based system; it is additionally supported by a logistic re-
gression rule-ranking function that is applied to the evidence
satisfying our rules. This method was developed by means
of a detailed examination and analysis of thousands of in-
dividual case patterns. Our development methodology is
described below.

4.1 Initial Rule Generation
Preliminary rule candidates were compiled from recent

cases in which editors were asked to identify and record dis-
tinguishing relationships and their characteristic language.
This focus was responsible for roughly one-third of rules that
we eventually needed to accommodate.

4.2 Alpha-Beta Rules
When a judicial opinion distinguishes itself from another

judicial opinion, the distinguishing relationship is between
the instant case and a case it is directly citing. We call
this a primary alpha-beta-type relationship [cr  + /?I. Con-
structions like the following are examples of (cy =+ p)  rela-
tionships: “The instant case [A] is distinguishable from case
[B] for . ..” and “Case [B] is not controlling with respect to
case [A] since conditions . . . ”  Over 90% of the relationships
recognized by Dparse fall into this primary category.

4.3 Beta-Gamma Rules
By contrast, when a judicial opinion is discussing another

legal case which in turn is distinguishing itself from yet an-
other legal case, the opinion is referring to a distinguishing
relationship between two separate cases. We call this in-
direct citation reference a secondary or beta-gamma-type
relationship [cr  + (p  + r)]. Patterns like the following are
illustrations of (/l + y) relationships: “In case [B], the court
shows its facts distinct from those in case [C] because . ..”
and “Case [C] was found inapposite in relation to case [B]
as a result of . . . ” Although the postings contributed by
(p  + y) relationships amount to only a fraction of our over-
all pool, they occasionally reveal distinguishing relationships
we would not have otherwise identified.

4.4 Editorial Advisory Group
Our work was additionally supported by a team of five

attorney-editors working in an editorial department draft-
ing abstracts and point of law summaries. These editors
would normally edit approximately 40 cases per week and
had a combined total of 42 years of editorial experience. Be-
fore West editors began routinely identifying distinguishing
case postings during the editorial process, these five were
assigned the task of monitoring the forms distinguishing re-
lationships would take. We met monthly for roughly three
months to discuss the language patterns and variations in
distinguishing relationships. This process was an invaluable
resource that facilitated the creation and growth of a knowl-
edge base of distinguishing relationship types.

4.5 Empirical Rule Generation
Based on our processing of a large training collection in

which correct negative history information was available, we
were able to deduce numerous supplemental rules or sub-
rules from the evidence. Editor-generated assignments from
this collection helped reveal additional language nuances,
much of which contributed to an overall increase in filter
recall.

4.6 Failure Analysis Review
A second team of attorney-reviewers aided us in our re-

view of system misses or failures. Once Dparse was run
on our training data, we asked three attorney-reviewers to
examine and characterize the filter’s misses and incorrect
assignments. This iterative feedback process was responsi-
ble for numerous system improvements, usually in the form
of new rules, or tighter existing rules with additional accep-
tance or rejection criteria. This step thus provided perfor-
mance improvements in terms of both recall and precision.

5. DATA
West Publishing, a West Group entity, first began publish-

ing judicial opinions in the 1870s  and its National Reporter
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System (NRS) now contains approximately five million pub-
lished opinions from virtually every state and federal juris-
diction. A typical pre-edited case contains no significant
markup. It includes a title with parties, court, date, and
other information, and is about seven pages long, although
some cases can be 50 or more pages long. The main body of
a case is its opinion-of-the-court section, which often begins
with a statement of how the case came before the court. It
may then present a recapitulation of the facts, before dis-
cussing and analyzing one or more points of law. Finally, it
will usually contain one or more rulings, such as “we grant
the plaintiff’s motion for a new trial” or “the decision of the
trial court is affirmed.” Depending on one’s level of gran-
ularity, there are between 500 and 2,000 different rulings a
court can make. It is significant to note that different ju-
risdictions tend to organize their opinions differently, and
an individual judge or panel of judges has great latitude in
determining the structure and content of any opinion their
court authors. Differences in language and writing styles
from one opinion to another can be profound.

West attorney-editors began to record the distinguishing
case relationships that they encountered in August of 1997.
We relied upon the next six months’ worth of incoming le-
gal cases, fully examined for distinguishing relationships, for
our training sets. Our baseline training set of cases was re-
ceived and edited between mid-August and mid-November,
1997. These consisted of 31,247 case law documents and
contained 2,396 recorded distinguishing case relationships.
Our baseline test set of cases was received and edited be-
tween mid-November, 1997 and mid-January, 1998. These
consisted of 7,181 case law documents and contained 1,993
recorded distinguishing case relationships.

Col lect ion No.  Dots Distinguishing Postings

Training 31,247 2,396
T e s t 7,181 1,993

Table 1: Collection Statistics

6. SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT
Dparse was developed using a flex-based  lexical pattern

recognizer  designed and developed in our lab, initially to
detect sentence boundaries and quoted materials, but sub-
sequently to tokenize more general natural language con-
structs. It was developed first on our Sun Enterprise 4500
server with 3 CPUs  and was then ported to production-side
mainframes. Parallel processes were run on cases in batch
mode, one data component (i.e., physical database) per pro-
cess. Approximately 5 GB of data were treated per 12-hour
period. The process bottleneck, if there was one, occurred
during the loading of filter-certified evidence to our rela-
tional citator database. This task was usually completed
the following day.

7. RULE-BASED MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Our initial rules were provided by legal domain experts as-

signed to coordinate our project advisory group and failure
analysis team. Additional rules were recommended through
our interaction with these groups. We considered these sug-
gestions and cautiously invoked rules which were neither too

broad (low precision, going beyond distinguishing) nor too
esoteric (low recall).

In developing these rules in a natural language framework,
we discovered that we were able to tune our performance in
a number of important ways. First, non-case law citations
and pro forma history citations are removed from consid-
eration when applying our rules.5  Secondly, evidence oc-
curring within quotations is usually not considered by the
algorithm. Such material is ignored because it is coming
from other cases or law and not the instant case. In addition,
text containing parenthetical or bracketed expressions which
separates distinguishing evidence from citations in proxim-
ity to them are not considered in the applicable windows.
The inspection windows described below were determined
empirically. Also, distinguishing evidence which has nega-
tive language markers near it is more closely inspected to
determine if the given construction is not a negative one.
Furthermore, when citations under discussion are made to
statutes or code, the candidate evidence is often removed
from consideration based on some of the heuristics outlined
below.

7.1 Analysis Functions
The following functions illustrate a number of the analysis

tools Dparse may apply when examining judicial language.

l negnearby(  ) - probes for language of negation in
proximity, e.g., “insufficiently”, “inadequately”, “fails.”

l disagreenearby( ) - probes for language of disagree-
ment, e.g., “no/without merit”, “we/must/strongly dis-
agree”, “do not/cannot agree.”

l code-rulenearby( ) - probes for “stat.“, “code”, “rule”,
“U.S.C.” or statute SECTION tag.

l statutenearby(  ) - looks for “statute(s).”

l distinguish-checkb(  ) - inspects (backwards) for dis-
putative verbs, keywords, e.g., “incapable of”, “con-
tends”, “insists” , “refuses.”

l distinguish-checkf(  ) - inspects (forwards) for adjec-
tives for use with judges, counsel, etc., e.g., “justice”,
“colleague.”

l subjectnearby(  ) - determines whether ‘distinguished’
is used as verb modifying preceding subject, e.g. “the
officer was distinguished in his service.”

l diminishnearby(  ) - probes for weakening language,
e.g., “mere”, “weakened”, “reduced,” etc.

7.2 Citation Surrogates
The application is capable of recognizing surrogates for

citations, for instance, anaphoric references to previously
made citations, so that the lack of a bona fide citation will
not by itself prevent a rule from being satisfied.

The take-home value of these heuristics is that we want to
pay close attention to that which is important evidence; con-
versely, we do not want to focus too much attention on that

5P~o Forma history citations are presented in a case for the sake of
form and convention, made to broadly applicable boilerplate law that
usually contributes little to the details of the case in question.
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R u l e  Sub- Rule- Lexical and Citation-
No. rule type related Clues

0 (a) [/3 @ -y] [cite ,B]  contra/but cf./but see [cite r]
(b) [cy u /I] Like (a), “but” w/ single [cite]

1 distinguish*, distinction(s) (present tense)
distineuished  (Dast  tense)

, \-/I II ~~~~  ”

2 I (a) I ” ]I inaDposite,  i&plic*,  irrelevant, impertinent
I ib\  1 ’ 11  - - - -\  , not aDDli*.  no aDDl*.  IIII *., 10  govern*, not control*, not decisive/relevant/pertinent/binding

(c) [,0 ti  r] 2 (b) w/ was not, did not, or had not
3 (a) [a + /I] dissimilar*, differ*, divergen*  /n fact(s)/circumstance(s)/situation(s)/issue(s)/purpose(s)

(b) [P * rl involv*  /2 different, difference /I between
4 fa) unlike /n lcitel, unuersuaded  /n lcitel

Table 2: Breakdown of Dparse Rules (examples)

which is ultimately less significant. We present a summary
of our high-level rules in Table 2.6

8. EXPERIMENTS
We performed two iterations of training-test collection

runs using our expanded rule set. In each instance, we
trained on a set of manually reviewed cases for which we
had nearly complete knowledge of the distinguishing post-
ings present. We then ran our algorithm on a new test set
of data that our algorithm had previously not seen. The
experiments we report on here involve our second round of
training and testing.

We used 2,965 Editor-identified postings for training set II
(composed of 1,660 postings from Training I and 1,305 post-
ings from Test I) from 1,513 cases (831 from Training I and
682 from Test I) receiving the distinguishing treatment code
as the standard. These figures reduce to 2,730 when post-
ings from unreported cases are removed from this set (since
the filter will generally not be used against this set). This
further reduces to 2,453 when 1,120 double counts from two
special federal collections are removed, and finally to 2,396
when the few spurious non-?kaining  II cases are purged.

9. RESULTS
The results of our experiments conducted on our large

phase II training and test data are presented in the Ap-
pendix. Table 4 compares the differences in precision and
recall from our training and test sets. It should be pointed
out that each of the rules’ precision values and just under
half of the rules’ recall values from our smaller test set sur-
pass those obtained from our larger training set. This devel-
opment suggests that the coverage produced by our training
6/n  and +n represent unordered and ordered proximity op-
erators, respectively, whereas /s means in the same sentence.

set is fairly comprehensive. Also worth noting is that the
training set was reviewed and generated by our editors sev-
eral months before they examined our test set. We thus in-
fer that the 40 editors working on the task were themselves
better trained and acquainted with the variations of the dis-
tinguishing evidence by the time they treated those cases.
There is a fairly wide range of precision values associated
with these rules, however, which may serve to emphasize
the scope of the false positives that our rules, tuned as they
are, could still produce.

Actual precision and recall figures in our production en-
vironment are substantially higher than those from either
our training or testing phases. The result of our dedicated
training and failure analysis is that Dparse recognizes candi-
date distinguishing relationships at production recall levels
exceeding 80% with production precision levels approaching
50%. One of the reasons for this discrepancy is that in our
experimental environment, we evaluated performance based
on the assumption that our editorial coverage was (a) com-
plete and (b) correct. We thus penalized our experimen-
tal version for absent postings (misses) as well as erroneous
postings (false positives), even when Dparse correctly iden-
tified postings missed by the editors or which fell into one of
the other negative history categories (Figure 1). These two
conditions were treated strictly as errors. We have discov-
ered in our production environment, however, that editorial
misses do occur, however infrequently. The additional post-
ings that Dparse generates in these situations help rectify
what was effectively a lower bound performance measured
through our testing phase. As a result, our actual produc-
tion precision and recall figures are much closer to our target
performance values outlined in Section 2 than to those ob-
tained in our development phases.
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10. LOGISTIC REGRESSION RANKING
MODEL

Based on results from our test data, we are able to deter-
mine which rules have the highest probability of producing
correct distinguishing postings (i.e., the highest precision
rules). We use a logistical regression ranking model to de-
termine a performance-based ordering of the most effective
rules [16].  A model derived by logistic regression can be
used to combine widely varying and otherwise problematic
contextual clues into a single estimate of the relevance of
candidate citations [8].  We use our estimates derived in this
way as our system’s ranking function.

Our application uses logistic regression to meld a variety
of highly-dependent relevance clues into a single probabil-
ity estimate. The clues considered include several different
coefficients of associated evidence taken from our standard
Dparse output matrix.

We are interested in a model that uses a single relevance
indicator, one that can take multiple parameters and that
can be associated with measurable likelihoods. In such a
model, the likelihood ratios show how to make the rela-
tive contributions of each piece of evidence apparent. Using
Bayes Rule and an assumption of linked evidence depen-
dencies, the posterior odds of relevance (i.e., distinguishing
citations) for n indicators is calculated and maximized:

In addition, the process of building the model sheds light
on the usefulness of individual clues, and identifies a sub-
set of rule-specific clues that contain practically all of the
non-redundant relevance information of the complete set.
For this reason, not all  of our composite set of rules appear
in Table 3, which contains the top-ranked rules determined
via logistic regression. It represents the order in which the
attorney-reviewers are presented evidence for the candidate
postings.

#  R u l e  N o . C o e f f  # Rule No. Coeff

1. Rule 1 (a) 1.096 8. Rule 1 0 0.352
2 . Rule 6 0.876 9. Rule 7 (bj 0.261

I

3 . 1Rule 4 (a) 1 0.605 11 10. 1Rule 4 ibj 1 0.132
4. 1Rule 5 1 0.482 11 11 . 1Rule 3 (a) 1 0.132
5 . Rule 7 (a) 0.439 12 . Rule 2 (bj 0.132
6. Rule 2 (a) 0.433 13 . Rule 12 (a) 0.105
7 . Rule 1 (b) 0.396 14 . Rule 12 (b) 0.100

Table 3: Ranked Rules via Logistic Regression 12. FUTURE WORK

If one examines the rules which do not appear in the
table-8, 9, 11 [CX  e /? rules] and O(a), 2(c), 3(b) [p  H y
rules]-one sees rules that are (i) associated with low re-
call, (ii) pointers to separate /J H y pairs, or (iii) have been
largely covered by parallel evidence surfacing through the
other rules. Because of this last redundancy factor, the log-
ical regression process was useful in promoting the richest
and most efficient performers to the top of the list.

In order to demonstrate that our distilled set of rules is
generalizable, we are in the process of applying Dparse to
other distinct but affiliated  domains. Beyond case law, these
domains include secondary law (Law Reviews), NLRB (La-
bor Relations), Norton (Bankruptcy), Couch (Insurance),
and Rutter (California Practice Guides), to name just a few.
It is not unusual for such expanded use to uncover new lan-
guage patterns and thus to warrant new rules. In a few of the
above instances, this is precisely what was required. We are
currently in the process of determining if our performance
and rule rankings hold up in these other domains.11. CONCLUSIONS

Dparse is a model-based approach to automatic recogni-
tion of negative indirect history in court opinions; it relies

upon lexical clues supplied both by domain experts and our
training collection. It has demonstrated that it is capable
of analyzing case law documents and supplying this history
generating language with high recall and satisfactory preci-
sion. Given that we discounted the non-distinguishing but
alternative citation candidates, labeling them as failures, the
actual performance of our filter for negative indirect history
actually surpasses the results reported here by at least an
estimated 10%. The filter’s output is nonetheless used in
a post-process manual review framework. The economy of
editorial review is obtained from the fact that editors do
not read the opinion text of every case; rather, they focus
their attention on the highly distilled evidence from the ap-
plication. The results in Section 9 indicate that, on average,
they will discover one or more additional negative indirect
history posting per candidate window.

Comparing our work with other efforts in the literature,
we think it unlikely that a machine learning approach would
have achieved acceptable precision when faced with the myr-
iad permutations of opinion text which is far less concise and
transparent than, for instance, news text, and much more
complex than average e-mail correspondence. We also think
it improbable that court opinions would lend themselves suc-
cessfully to statistical modeling alone, given the high degree
of variance between court documents from different jurisdic-
tions, not to mention authors. Although statistical model-
ing in IR and IE is advancing, we opted to harness a more
proven MUC-like approach to attain our goal.

Dparse is clearly a domain-specific application, and not
a tool to be easily applied to general-purpose needs. Its
parser, means of generation, and training all focus on the
task of history extraction from case law documents. We
have, however, found that the internal components of Dparse
are robust enough to offer useful building blocks for other
essential NLP tasks, including sentence boundary detection,
quotation identification, and the recognition of assorted spe-
cialized phrases.

As for the application itself, at the time of this writ-
ing, it has been responsible for the identification of nearly
500,000 distinguishing postings. Our enterprise has em-
ployed roughly a dozen legal professionals to examine the
output from the citator database system which Dparse feeds.
In little more than twelve months, the legal team verified
over 450,000 distinguishing cases relationships, not to men-
tion tens of thousands of related postings (Figure 1). And
this quantity was generated by only about one-half of the
total relevance-ranked evidence produced by the filter and
available in our citator database.
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15. APPENDIX:

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
- PRECISION & RECALL -

What follows are the tabular results of the precision and recall performance assessments of the filter on both our 31,247
document training collection and document 7,181 test collection.

From Training Collection II, these figures represent results from Dparse Rules O-12 run on the new baseline training
collection consisting of 31,247 cases. Recall uses the 2,396 Editor-identified postings (from the 31,247 cases) that received
the distinguishing treatment code designation.

From m Collection II, these figures represent results from Dparse Rules O-12 run on the new baseline test collection
consisting of 7,181 cases. Recall uses the 1,993 Editor-identified postings (from the 7,181 cases) that received the distin-
guishing treatment code designation.

Rule
Number

Revised Revised Percent Recall Recall Percent
Precision Precision Change Change
(Training) (Testing) (Training) (Testing)

Total [w/o Rule 121 13.86% 15.93% +14.9% 89.15% 72.55% -18.6%
Total [uniq pairs] 6.32% 9.15% +44.8% 62.23% 59.09% -5.0%
Total [w/o Rule 121 9.60% 12.74% +32.7% 54.51% 50.83% -6.8%
Avg Prec.  & Recall 15.94% 20.39% +27.9% 12.43% 10.83% -12.9%

Table 4: Precision & Recall (Precent  Change) - Training vs. Test Collection

The tl-ml pairs referred to in the table correspond to the citing-cited case 2-tuples  present in our citator history database.
Bona fide negative history postings other than distinguishing are removed from our scoring, thus producing the smaller
‘revised’ set of actual postings.
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